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1 Drawers

Have you ever stopped to think that the serious subject of woman’s
progress and the frivolous subject of woman’s clothes are very closely
connected?

Woman’s Home Companion, 1914

The 1928 silent film Our Dancing Daughters opens with a shot of a nude
female metal figurine shaped to capture a dramatic moment mid-dance.The
shot dissolves as a pair of bowed white satin dress shoes, sitting in front of
a three-sided mirror, fade in to replace the figurine. White-stockinged legs
visible from midknee down slowly materialize and fill the shoes. The legs
launch into a frenetic dance, their kicking feet turning to face the mirror.
The dancing ceases briefly as hands lower into view a white pair of short silk
closed-crotch drawers with a leg ruffle.

These modern underpants are donned leg by leg.After focusing on a few
more kicks of the heels, the scene abruptly cuts to a shot from the waist
down. Now we see that the drawers are worn underneath a swinging
fringed skirt. The dancing continues as a silk wraparound underskirt is
placed between the fringe and the drawers to complete the ensemble, but not
before hands deftly move the fringe aside to allow an unhindered look at the
underwear and the legs beneath them.The final dissolve in this mirror scene
reveals the full figure of Diana (top-billed actress Joan Crawford) in lavish
surroundings. Now fully dressed, Diana makes some final adjustments to
her clothing and hair, practices a sultry look, and deeply admires her re-
flected image.1

The cinematic focus on legs in this opening scene of Our Dancing
Daughters is visual evidence of the notorious 1920s fascination with the
newly unfettered legs of women. However, the cultural preoccupation with
women’s legs also extends to what does or does not lie between them. This
interest in legs and crotch is surely erotically fueled. But it is also shaped,
as is the erotic content itself, by social constructions of gender that proscribe
distinct behaviors for men and women and regulate access to power. These
gendered distinctions are entirely apparent in the arena of dress where, in
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Western culture since the late Middle Ages: men have worn trousers and
women, dresses.

This gendered division of clothing extended to underwear until the
nineteenth century, when women began to wear drawers, an undergarment
constructed of two leg tubes attached to a waistband. Previously worn only
by men for warmth and to protect outer garments from the wearing effects
of direct contact with the body, the name derived from the act of “drawing”
them on. For women to engage in this masculine act, and to appropriate
their new garment’s name from the lexicon of menswear, blurred what had
been a clearly marked gender boundary. Materially distinguishing female
from male drawers kept that reworked boundary from shifting further.
Thus, the long-held association of divided garments or trousers with mas-
culinity and undivided garments or skirts with femininity, influenced the
design, use, and implications of women’s drawers. Feminized by their fab-
ric, ornamentation, and open-crotch construction, the virtually separate leg
sections of nineteenth-century women’s drawers were joined only at the
waistband.The open seam extended below the waistband, front to back, cre-
ating the potential for exposure of the inner thighs as well as the genital
area. Such distinctions from men’s drawers, and the contention that draw-
ers advanced female modesty by adding another layer of covering to
women’s bodies, ameliorated the problematic cross-dressing implications of
drawers for women.2

Responding to a range of constraints and desires, the new female gar-
ment’s design upheld gender distinctions that a divided garment for women
challenged, and by midcentury, open drawers had become a required com-
ponent of respectable middle-class women’s dress in the United States and
industrializing western Europe. Yet despite drawers’ integration into prop-
erly modest Victorian female dress, open-crotch drawers also held erotic
meanings for men and women in the nineteenth century. As the Victorian
ideological framework crumbled in the twentieth century, the crotch con-
figuration of drawers became one location in the struggle to establish the
modern boundaries of women’s sexual propriety. In Our Dancing Daugh-
ters, the short, closed-crotch drawers worn by Diana establish the modern-
ity of her character. Two decades earlier, bulkier drawers reached to the
knees and had an open crotch. Yet the film, like many others in the 1920s,
explores the redefinition of appropriate feminine behavior and dress then
taking place.3 Diana is one of three female characters who illustrate the pit-
falls facing young women. In the same way that the film introduces Diana,
it separately introduces Diana’s best friend, Bea, and her romantic rival,
Ann, with shots of their legs. As Ann finishes dressing in a sheath slip cov-
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Figure 3. Open-crotch drawers were worn from the early nineteenth century to
the early twentieth century. With permission of the Royal Ontario Museum ©
ROM.

ered by a flouncy net party frock, she recites the central tenets of the for-
mula for snatching a rich husband: “beauty and purity.” The working-class
Ann shows how a woman can easily feign these seemingly old-fashioned
values through dress and the pretense of fidelity to Victorian codes of fem-
inine behavior. In contrast, Bea demarcates the limits of permissible sexual
freedom. Bea’s upper-class life will be forever marred by her premarital loss
of virginity, which, in the service of modern honesty, she confesses to her
fiancé. The two wed, but the marriage is troubled by the inability of Bea’s
husband to forget her past transgressions.4

The object of Ann and Diana’s affection is the wealthy Ben, a man of Vic-
torian sensibilities. His concern for outward appearances and his confusion
about the meaning of Diana’s party-girl antics, such as when she rips off her
skirt to kick her legs higher during a wild Charleston, motivates his disas-
trous decision to marry Ann instead. However, his inability to sense either
woman’s true character provokes not only heartache for Diana but also a re-
demptive chastisement for her excesses. In the final party scene, it’s the
amoral Ann who wears the flapper fringe, whereas the sobered Diana wears
less revealing dress, no longer interested in exhibitionist dancing. After the
party,Ann’s drunken tumble down a flight of stairs leads to her ironic death
at the feet of scrubwomen. The triumph of pure love between the sadder-
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Figure 4. Joan Crawford dances the Charleston wearing modern short, closed-
crotch drawers and little else in Our Dancing Daughters (1928). Courtesy of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

but-wiser Diana and Ben is now possible, not only because Ann dies but be-
cause Diana’s behavior and dress no longer challenge the boundaries of pro-
priety she earlier flaunted.A newspaper society page reports that Diana and
Ben’s marriage takes place two years later, confirming their strict adherence
to moral guidelines. Thus, “beauty and purity” still prove to be the essen-
tial ingredients of a blissful marriage.5

The transition from open- to closed-crotch drawers, which was complete
by the end of the 1920s, reveals how modesty and eroticism, usually paired
as opposites, work together in a shifting dialectic responsive to and produc-
tive of changes in understandings about gender difference and sexuality.
Costume historians, who primarily document changes in apparel through
analysis of costume artifacts’ design, construction, and visual culture, gen-
erally hold two related premises about open drawers: open design facilitated
elimination of bodily waste made difficult by binding corsets and the lack
of indoor plumbing, and changes in outerwear prompted the shift to closed
drawers. Yet the long history of regulating women’s ability to wear draw-
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ers and trousers in Western culture reveals the powerful forces embedded
in this key distinction between male and female dress.6 One must consider
the effect of this power dynamic upon drawers’ changing construction and
function to understand why, even as closed-crotch drawers became increas-
ingly available in the 1870s, open-crotch drawers predominated for another
forty years. Certainly, drawers became shorter and narrower in line, with
changes in skirt length and width, after World War I. Yet modifications in
volume and length, while important, were similar to alterations in style that
had occurred during the nineteenth century, when drawer length and vol-
ume rose and fell several times. Thus, although changes in outerwear are
linked to the transition to the closed crotch, they do not fully explain it.7

Significantly, costume historians have left the sexual meanings of open
drawers unexamined, despite the psychoanalytic theories of fashion advo-
cated by scholars such as J. C. Flugel as early as 1930, and more recently by
Valerie Steele, that explain changes in dress styles as the result of women’s
desires to be sexually attractive to men.8 Nor has the topic appeared in the
work of historians who explore the history of gender and sexuality through
analysis of diaries, letters, advice books, medical and legal discourses, and
popular culture texts. Their studies have revealed distinctions between
nineteenth-century discourses that constructed white, middle-class women
as sexually passionless and the actual practices of men and women.As moral
concerns shifted and Victorian structures of behavior became less com-
pelling, an increasing number of women claimed the right to sexual desire
and pleasure and respectability. However, at the same time, the rising con-
sumer culture was increasingly commercializing female sexual expression,
and select medical and psychoanalytic frameworks that pathologized female
sexuality were gaining legitimacy.Yet women’s sexual identities still varied
by class and race. Discourse, public policy, and private censure set bound-
aries of middle-class female sexual propriety by attributing erotic proclivi-
ties to female bodies that were neither white nor middle class and by in-
sisting that women with an unseemly interest in sexuality were unworthy
of the respect, status, and social support accorded to white, middle-class
women.9

Combining elements of these two sets of historical methodologies and
literatures reveals drawers’ critical role in constructing a feminine sexual-
ity both erotic and modest. Without disputing the practicality of open- or
closed-crotch drawers, I argue that erotic meanings of open drawers, partic-
ularly the ready sexual access to female bodies they provide, also served so-
cial functions. For the functions of dress, despite clothing’s attachment to
the body, are neither “natural” nor removed from human intervention and
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social structures. Indeed, the careful consideration of social understandings
about the functions of dress related to the body reveals the unquestioned bi-
ological explanations underlying culturally constructed gender differences,
and thus how culture operates to reinforce seemingly irrefutable proof of
essential, biologically based, and “natural” gender difference. The appar-
ently functional aspects of open drawers do not negate the significance of
the open crotch as the principal way of differentiating male and female
drawers; rather they underscore these meanings. Serving as a material
means of constructing women’s bodies as different, open drawers referenced
women’s biological difference on a daily basis.10

. . . . .
Divided undergarments became part of women’s fashionable dress during a
period of heightening gender differentiation in the early nineteenth cen-
tury, when bourgeois society and values replaced those of deposed aristoc-
racies and undermined communal preindustrial customs throughout the
West. Distinctive male and female dress represented and enacted the in-
creasingly disparate daily lives of middle-class men and women, as capri-
cious or extravagant fashion became gendered as feminine and keyed to the
newly privatized woman’s sphere.11 This was especially appealing to the
middle class, which sought legitimacy by distinguishing itself through
manners and morals from those above and below.12 Moreover, these gen-
dered social relations and the culture of industrialization and class forma-
tion crossed national boundaries. U.S. historians borrow the English term
Victorian to underscore the parallel moral concerns, social responses, polit-
ical and economic structures, and class, race, and gender identities taking
shape in the United States and England, as well as in France. Although na-
tional distinctions and regional variations remain significant in these coun-
tries, similarities in women’s fashions provide material and visual evidence
of comparable cultural concerns.13

Differences between girls’ and women’s dress in the nineteenth century
supply evidence of the sexual meanings of crotch construction in women’s
drawers. Young girls were among the earliest members of the middle class
to wear drawers in the late eighteenth century, a time of changing attitudes
toward childhood and the construction of new age-based distinctions. As
childhood became a specialized age category within the middle-class life
span, specialized activities for children gained favor, and the style of chil-
dren’s dress became more distinct from that of adults. The previous custom
of dressing young children in smaller versions of adult clothes, maintained
among working-class and poor families who required their children’s labor
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for survival, was superseded in middle- and upper-class families by the cus-
tom of dressing girls and boys in similar clothing until they were five years
old. Although some subtle differences in boys’ and girls’ dress remained,
such as the use of particular plaid fabrics for boys but not girls, both small
boys and girls wore dresses. As with girls’ dress, changing fashions in the
ornamentation and line of boys’ clothing corresponded with changes in
their mothers’ clothing, not their fathers’. Instead, the distinction of age
group took precedence over the distinction of gender in early childhood in
families that could afford to do so. Gender distinction in dress was instituted
as children grew. Drawers for older boys and girls transformed into short
breeches and pantalettes, respectively. A boy’s rite of passage in the transi-
tion to adulthood was to don long trousers; a girl’s was to abandon pan-
talettes.14

The visible drawers that most girls wore under short dresses had a closed
crotch, distinguishing them from the drawers their mothers and elder sis-
ters were just beginning to wear in the early decades of the nineteenth cen-
tury. This distinctive clothing encouraged girls’ active play and thus also
clarified the message inherent in young women’s shift to wearing open
drawers, corsets, and many other layers of underclothing. However, even as
a striking example of regulating female behavior through attire, the adop-
tion of adult female apparel had implications beyond the actual physical re-
striction that inhibited freer movement. A central meaning of coming-of-
age rituals in many cultures is that of assuming the status of potential
sexual partner. A young woman’s sudden donning of open-crotch drawers
would make this meaning most evident to her, as well as to the men in her
community. Wearing open drawers created a signal, if not the daily reality,
of a woman’s sexual availability.15

Drawers worn by young women during the first decades of the nine-
teenth century extended below the dress hem in order to display their lace
trim.16 Although the exposure of girls’ drawers below dress hems was con-
doned, this practice among young women proved controversial for moral
reasons, and by 1820, drawer length receded so that the undergarment could
not be seen when a woman was fully dressed.17 By the 1840s, most middle-
class women wore open-crotch drawers made of lightweight fabrics such as
muslins and lawns.18 Several factors coalesced to enable women to wear
drawers, and subsequently to require them to, during this period of height-
ening gender differentiation, including fashion’s imperative of continually
seizing upon innovative elements. As many costume historians note, inno-
vations in middle-class women’s fashions often derive from sports, the
stage, children’s wear, menswear, and working-class communities. The
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widespread acceptance of drawers as fashionable attire seems all too in-
evitable in that drawers or a divided garment were worn within all these
arenas.19

When drawers first appeared, they were critiqued for both concealing
and revealing the charms of women’s legs and ankles; they were thus ini-
tially characterized as both modest and immodest. Some male commenta-
tors welcomed the erotic feelings aroused by drawers’ exposure of previ-
ously hidden lower limbs, whereas others mourned the glimpse of naked
flesh they had previously enjoyed when women raised their long skirts to
avoid a dangerous step.This ambiguity suggests that the playful, decorative,
and erotic suggestion of drawers served as an “inoculation” against the new
regime of rigidly enforced gender and sex differences. In other words,
women could wear a divided garment if it were feminized and sexualized,
and this feminization of the garment assured that “real” trousers would still
be worn only by “real” men.20

The outrage fomented when drawers briefly extended below dress hem-
lines in the 1850s points to the social forces intent on perpetuating the gen-
dered bifurcation of dress that a divided garment for women blurred. A se-
ries of changes in the fashionable silhouette in the 1840s led to this
controversy. In that decade, skirts took on an increasingly broad bell shape,
achieved by suspending many heavy layers of petticoats from a tightly
corseted waist.21 A variety of social critics noted the discomfort and poten-
tial health risks of this attire. Those concerned primarily with the perceived
dangers of women’s preoccupation with fashion, which ranged from finan-
cial bankruptcy and disruption of the family to descent into prostitution and
decay of the nation’s moral fabric, sought to curb women’s appetites with
appeals to modesty and simplicity. Less conservative health reformers sug-
gested slight modifications in dress, such as a shorter skirt length to avoid
the gathering of dirt and dampness against the skin, and admonished
against wearing tight-lacing corsets. Indeed, wearing open-crotch drawers
was also considered a preventive health measure, because it exposed the
genitals to the wholesome benefits of air.22

The most radical midcentury proposal for women’s dress reform pro-
moted the innovative design that came to be known as the Bloomer Cos-
tume, a midcalf-length dress worn with trousers that covered the legs to the
ankles. Though few women actually advocated and bravely wore the
Bloomer Costume, and its public use proved short-lived, the outfit gener-
ated an enormous amount of published debate, ridicule, and fear after it first
appeared in 1851 in The Lily, Amelia Bloomer’s newspaper dedicated to
women’s issues. The degree of opposition makes clear how dress serves as a
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powerful regulator of gender difference. Much of the negative attention fo-
cused on the trousers and on the costume’s links with the woman’s rights
movement. Woman’s rights activists were prominent wearers of the
Bloomer Costume and often donned it for movement events.23

An 1851 editorial in the New York Times used explicitly political rheto-
ric to articulate the fear of women in trousers and to affirm that the right
to wear them was constitutionally guaranteed, as with political rights, only
to men.

We regret to see how obstinately our American women are bent on ap-
propriating more than their fair share of Constitutional privileges. Not
that the efforts ever amount to anything more than the re-affirmation
of certain arrant heresies . . . [as] the propriety of endowing their deli-
cate forms with the apparel, appurtenances, and insignia of “manhood.”
But there is an obvious tendency to encroach upon masculine manners
manifested ever in trifles, which cannot be too severely rebuked or too
speedily repressed. . . . Anti-masculine agitation must be stayed by
some means.24

The editorial characterizes women wearing trousers as “antimasculine” and
sees the practice as a rejection of femininity, and as an attack on masculin-
ity and on gender difference itself. Numerous cartoons appeared in maga-
zines caricaturing women in Bloomer Costumes smoking cigars, wielding
canes, and engaging in outrageous activities like proposing marriage to
timid men who assume the household duties the women now refuse to per-
form.25

Critics of the Bloomer Costume also charged that revealing the ankles
was immodest and improperly erotic. A report in San Francisco that prosti-
tutes and dance-hall girls favored the outfit meant that women of proper
morals should not. Similarly, complaints were made that applying the de-
scriptive term Turkish to the trousers rendered the outfit dangerously hea-
then. Such condemnation occurred even though Turkish objects and motifs
were in vogue at the time, demonstrating the multiple meanings evoked by
orientalist descriptors. Indeed, some female reformers found inspiration in
linking bifurcated dress with the stronger property-right protections ac-
corded Turkish women.26 The strategy of discursively linking transgressive
groups, such as cross-dressers, prostitutes, colonized others, and feminists,
undermined challenges to dominant authority.A middle-class woman’s sex-
ual reputation was often her only source of power in negotiating her mate-
rial well-being and social standing through marriage.Thus, identifying cer-
tain acts as damaging to a woman’s reputation was an important and
persuasive means of regulating her behavior, such as constraining her from
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wearing the Bloomer Costume and articulating the woman’s rights claims
it symbolized.

Despite such criticism, organized dress reform continued to be an im-
portant component of the woman’s rights movement throughout the re-
mainder of the nineteenth century.The National Dress Reform Association
published The Sibyl:A Review of Taste, Errors, and Fashions of Society from
the time the organization formed in 1856 until 1865, and in its pages re-
named a modified Bloomer costume the “American Dress.”A few adherents
of dress reform wore this costume, but did so primarily at home.27 However,
the subversive potential of women’s determining their own style of public
dress for expanded participation in education, sports, and the work force did
not escape notice.An 1870s New York Times editorial attack on dress reform
fed upon a new strategy that characterized dress reform as a “nervous dis-
order” that manifests in “an abnormal and unconquerable thirst for
trousers.”The disease, reported the editorial, strikes “women of exceptional
muscular strength, and upon those of extraordinary conversational powers”
and is suggested to be a form of “hysteria.” The regulation of women in
trousers was essential to defusing the political claims of subjugated persons
through their pathological categorization as “hysterical,” “deviant” or
“criminal.”28

The fashion industry’s response to the cry for reform came in the shape
of the cage crinoline or hoop skirt introduced in the mid-1850s.Wearing the
metal-frame crinoline obviated the need for the many heavy petticoats
worn in order to produce the broadly extended bell-shaped skirt. An 1858
Godey’s Lady’s Book advertisement for Douglas & Sherwood’s New Ex-
pansion Skirt noted the product’s many advantages: “The steel springs . . .
can be wound around the finger like a piece of tape, and will immediately
resume their place upon being dropped. . . . The expansion is all in front, so
that the wearer can contract or expand the skirt, without disrobing, at pleas-
ure. . . . Their lightness recommends them.”Women of all social classes, in-
cluding agricultural and factory workers, desired to dress fashionably while
lightening their load, and they widely adopted the crinoline. Deborah Gray
White reports that young enslaved women wore hoops made from grape
vines under their special-occasion and Sunday dresses. However, some fe-
male homesteaders in the West conceded to the arduous physical demands
of isolated, rural life and abandoned hoop skirts. Freed from fashionable re-
quirements, some of these women took the step of wearing a form of the
American Dress to ease the accomplishment of their many daily tasks.29

Women who wore hoops no longer had to drag around pounds of cloth-
ing, but their attention was now directed to the constant adjustments that
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the awkward crinoline demanded. Despite subsequent innovations, like the
collapsible cage, which permitted a woman to sit in or board a coach, the
crinoline’s stiff swinging movement regularly exposed the legs. This phe-
nomenon solidified the consensus that drawers had become a compulsory
undergarment, worn to protect modesty rather than to encourage eroticism.
Yet because drawers had an open crotch, a woman who lost her balance com-
pletely might find that though her lower legs remained covered, her upper
thighs and genitals might not. Despite this much-remarked-upon potential
exposure—whether of naked flesh or of legs and crotch shielded by fabric—
a woman dressed in open drawers and crinoline conformed to contemporary
notions of propriety and modesty.30

The growing volume of the bell-shaped skirt silhouette from the 1840s
to the 1860s perhaps stimulated further male interest in viewing the lower
female body region concealed within the increasing amount of space created
by layers of petticoats and hoops. The changing fashions in drawers en-
couraged such interest, though drawers also protected bare legs from the di-
rect gaze of men as long as the wearer remained upright. Two images, both
titled “A Street View” and published in the New York City newspaper The
Weekly Rake in the 1840s, illustrate men’s fascination with viewing the
nether regions hidden beneath women’s long and full skirts. One of the il-
lustrations (figure 5) shows a woman on a street who has just fallen back-
ward and landed on her bottom, exposing her legs spread apart above her in
the air. She wears both stockings and drawers, but a well-dressed man stand-
ing above her gapes directly between her legs in horror. The second image
shows a woman pausing to tie her shoelace on a sidewalk. She perches her
leg on a doorway step, unaware that a man hides below a sidewalk grating
and is peering up her skirt. The folds in her skirt mimic the shape of her
thigh and buttocks, alluding to the presence of a powerful male gaze—held
even by men not so advantageously located—that penetrates clothing’s con-
cealment of female flesh.31

In the 1850s and 1860s, men’s newspapers and magazines published sim-
ilar images of upended women in crinolines exposed to overt male gazes.32

Changes in drawers reflected the growing potential for such exposure,
whether it was an opportunity to elicit male interest or an unwelcome
event. Characterized as “severely plain” in the 1840s, drawers became more
ornamental under the swinging crinolines of the next decades.33 By the end
of the 1860s, when a fashion magazine advised “drawers should be trimmed
with frills and insertions,” such decoration was becoming a defining feature
of fine undergarments.34 Chemical dyes for undergarments introduced in
the 1860s promoted the novelty of colored drawers, beginning with hues of
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Figure 5. “A Street View” in The Weekly Rake (1842) humorously illustrates
the intense interest of male spectators in the crotch construction of nineteenth-
century women’s drawers. Courtesy, American Antiquarian Society.
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solferino red and magenta. After the midcentury invention of the sewing
machine, frilly and colored drawers became more widely available.35

These decorative drawers—designed, constructed, sold, and worn with
the understanding that they were meant to be seen—clarify the relation-
ship between concealment and display, an essential element of the interplay
between modesty and eroticism. Modesty produces eroticism not only
through concealment that attracts attention to the cloaked area of the body
but also through the tension generated by adhering to both the discourse of
modest concealment and the practice of elaborate decorative display.

. . . . .
After the collapse of the crinoline, the fashionable silhouette of the next two
decades became progressively slimmer and straighter, except for the bulges
produced by the changing placement and shape of the bustle.The notorious
tight lacing of 1870s and 1880s corsets may have resulted in part from the
straighter skirt shape, because wide skirts foster the illusion of a smaller
waistline. In this period, finer drawers began to be made of silk and trimmed
with lace and hand embroidery, though the burgeoning movement of health
and hygiene enthusiasts concurrently vaunted the merits of wool under-
garments. The English firm Jaeger, still in business today, began producing
undergarments inspired by German Dr. Gustav Jaeger’s 1884 “sanitary
woollen system.” Wearing woolen undergarments year-round became a
critical component of the “hygienic” dress popular with Americans who
participated in reform health movements of this era. Drawers generally
maintained their voluminous size through this period, contributing to the
bulky appearance of skirts. Dress reformers also continued to press for what
they termed “rational” dress.36

In the nineteenth century’s final decades, women’s increased opportuni-
ties for education, waged work, and public activities refigured the expression
and performance of modesty and eroticism in dress.The mass production of
bicycles gave women greater spatial mobility and profoundly altered
women’s relationship to divided garments. Women’s magazine fiction doc-
umented anxieties about men’s possible loss of control as a result of this
mobility, whereas the special construction and promotion of bicycle seats for
women testifies to concern about the bicycle’s autoerotic possibilities. Yet
women were permitted to wear trousers while cycling, and in what can be
seen as an extraordinary, though long-in-coming, victory for dress reform,
cycling trousers were called bloomers. Perhaps more surprising, the caption
of an 1894 cover illustration for Harper’s Bazar refers to them as “Turkish
trousers.” Yet Harper’s also names the ensemble a “bicycle dress,” noting
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that the “Turkish trousers, long and ample, are made of such fulness that
when standing upright the division is obliterated.” Clearly, concern about
the meaning of divided garments for women influenced design and dis-
course.37

Though cycling bloomers did not reveal the shape of the legs underneath
them, they still inspired stares, taunts, and suggestive magazine drawings.
One Police Gazette drawing purported to depict a Chicago man who “lashes
female bicyclists who happen to wear bifurcated skirts.” The magazine also
illustrated a reported incident in 1895 when Miss Coleman, a church or-
ganist in Mason, Ohio, caused a “sensation” because she arrived late to
church services in “red bicycle clothes,” an event that might “result in
breaking up the congregation.” Later that year, the Police Gazette noted the
possibilities for financial exploitation of such sensational displays of
women. A San Francisco entrepreneur achieved “a howling success” after
opening the Bloomer Café with “four of the handsomest and best shaped
women he could find.” A drawing portrays the bustling restaurant filled
with men whose eyes happily inspect the legs and buttocks of the comely
“waiter girls” dressed in bloomers. However, although the café story
demonstrates how bloomers could serve male interests, the magazine also
reported an 1895 “Emancipation Tea” that took place in a Mechanicsburg,
Ohio, home. The twenty-five guests “were all arrayed in bloomers” and
“adjourned to the spacious lawn and engaged in athletic sports.” An illus-
tration captioned “Lovely Women’s Bloomers” puts female bodies on dis-
play, but the adjoining text indicates that doing so does not fully undermine
the larger emancipatory implications of the athletic event.38

While the practice of wearing cycling bloomers declined because of pub-
lic pressure, girls and young women wore bloomers in the growing number
of physical education classes at women’s colleges and educational institu-
tions.39 These new athletic and intellectual opportunities for women coin-
cided with the full flowering of luxurious, elaborate, and self-consciously
erotic undergarments. The decorative ruffles, lace, and flounces that ap-
peared on women’s underclothes between the late 1890s and about 1908 are
associated with the reign of King Edward VII, known at home and abroad
for his interest in fashion and his love of sensual pleasures. His ascension to
the throne in 1901 and nine-year reign marked the formal end of Victorian
rule and coincided with the first decade of the new century. Previous fash-
ions in dress and morality would soon seem archaic, and the Victorian aes-
thetic gave way to the embrace of frivolity in fashion, dubbed the “cult of
chiffon” by an English fashion-advice author in 1902. As Alma Whitaker
humorously recalled in 1923 Los Angeles,“Not until the Edwardian era was
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our moral backsliding complete. . . . ’Twas then that we admitted the decol-
lete nightie into the bosom of our family, and the peek-a-boo shirtwaist fol-
lowed swiftly upon its improper heels. ’Twas then that ‘bloomers,’ that un-
womanly bifurcated garment, first received general support in the
‘underworld.’ ”40

The image of women in frilly, frivolous, erotic, and expensive Edwardian
lingerie contrasted sharply with the serious and purposeful Progressive-era
New Woman reformer and the athletic Gibson Girl. The contrasts between
these concurrent iconic images mark the origins of a split in twentieth-
century women’s clothing between the “pretty” and the “practical,” two
words that pop up frequently in lingerie advertisements of the twentieth
century. Such advertisements attempted to resolve this contradictory choice
by acknowledging the difficulties women experienced when selecting gar-
ments according to a system of meaning that defined femininity in cloth-
ing in opposition to the functional. Yet women retained—and manufactur-
ers promoted—the possibility of wearing erotic undergarments beneath
serious, businesslike, or practical clothing, a trend that surged in popularity
during the 1980s boom of “sexy” lingerie and “power” suits for professional
career women.41 One can interpret this mix in a number of ways. In that un-
derwear is the most immediate layer of clothing worn next to the naked
flesh and, too, because it covers the parts of the body often associated with
sexual difference, it functions in a cultural sense to represent the body’s sex-
ualized self-awareness of gender distinctions. Highly feminized underwear
can reassure a woman or her intimates that underneath it all, a “real”
woman exists at her core. However, the sensation of wearing such garments
also holds some autoerotic potential. As a mid-1910s issue of Vogue ob-
served, “Nothing caresses her to the same purring delight as a soft, silken
peignoir or a fluffy matinée.”42

During this period of greater mobility and growing opportunities for
women, closed-crotch drawers became more widely available. However,
most women still wore open drawers until the 1910s. For example, a Butt-
erick guide for dressmakers printed in 1911 and 1916assumes a preference
for open drawers by providing only brief instructions for closed drawers at
the end. Knickers, a term first used around 1880, were initially distinguished
from drawers by their closed crotch, though by the 1890s, the term also re-
ferred to open drawers. Knickers is a diminutive of knickerbockers, drawers
with either an elastic or tape back-buttoning waistband and legs gathered at
the knee. Despite the term’s popular use in Great Britain to refer to women’s
underpants, which continues to the present, it originated in the United
States. In 1809, Washington Irving published his History of New York
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under the name Diedrich Knickerbocker, a surname he took from a friend
who lived in Albany. In 1831, knickerbocker became a popular term for a
New Yorker, especially a descendant of early Dutch settlers. Illustrations in
Irving’s book of Dutch settlers in knee breeches are the link between this
text and the article of clothing.43

Nineteenth-century women’s knickers were usually less decorative than
drawers, because their primary function was to provide warmth and pro-
tection. Yet their status as “functional” garments requires deconstruction.
Open drawers’ practical benefits may have included greater comfort, be-
cause the closed crotch was often constructed by a wide fabric insert or gus-
set that contributed to the bulk of material between the legs. This aspect
would especially come into play around 1910, when the corset extended
down the legs, pressing them together. Nevertheless, despite such potential
discomfort, closed-crotch drawers increasingly became an option during the
Edwardian period.44

Because dress is both sensual and visual, deeper understanding of cos-
tume changes and their significance requires close textual analysis of gar-
ments as material artifacts, as well as their two-dimensional representation.
A 1901 mail-order catalog from Eaton’s, Canada’s leading retailer, demurely
indicates the closed-crotch status of nineteen drawers for sale only by a sub-
tle visual cue: a row of short dashes that designate a closed seam. The next
page hawks corset covers, garments increasingly also known by the term
camisoles and worn over the corset to cover the upper torso. Corset covers
were drawers’ complements, made of similar fabric and trim. They were
available in a variety of necklines, denoted through descriptions of shapes
such as round or square and attributes such as high, low, or décolleté.
Though this page describes only five of twenty corset covers and chemises
as having low or décolleté necklines, the two female half-figures in the il-
lustration both wear this type, perhaps revealing Eaton’s acknowledgment
of the style more likely to catch the reader’s attention. By exposing more of
the body, particularly the breasts, the lower neckline emphasizes this un-
dergarment’s erotic aspects.45

Though drawers and camisoles were sold separately, sets of undergar-
ments, an innovation of this period related to the development of the
twentieth-century bridal trousseau, were also available. Analysis of illus-
trations in catalogs and undergarment sets in costume collections suggests
that the dual and competing meanings of drawers as both erotic and mod-
est was further articulated at this time by splitting sets into open- and
closed-crotch types. Extant undergarment sets and catalog illustrations link
the low neckline to the open crotch and the high neckline to the closed. One
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catalog page of sets reveals ambivalence about a set’s potential for titillation.
A sleeve detail awkwardly overlays the deepest plunge of the décolleté neck-
line of a garment in a bridal set, allowing the viewer to see the sleeve trim
but also avoiding a full view of the low, revealing neckline.46

Open-drawer sets, including those handmade for bridal trousseaux, fur-
ther foreground the erotic aspect. Made with extremely delicate, light-
weight, and translucent fabrics, the low-neck camisoles in the sets close (or
open) at the front with a single wisp of ribbon threaded through lace trim.47

Camisoles in closed-drawer sets, which often open at the center back or
front with a series of small buttons, are also often longer than those in open-
crotch sets.48 Closed-drawer sets with high-neckline camisoles frequently
have less decoration and are made of heavier and stiffer fabric. When pres-
ent, ornamentation is often symmetrical and orderly, unlike the flounces
and ribbons of open-drawer sets. The movement of these embellishments
attracts attention to the body, especially when the set is worn without an ad-
ditional layer of clothing. Flounces hint at disarray, a long-noted heightener
of erotic suggestion.49

The central implication of the open-drawer, low-neckline sets is sexual
access. These garments are flimsier and easier to remove, though sexual in-
tercourse is possible while wearing any pair of open drawers. Lisa See sur-
mises that this expediency explained the appeal of the open drawers her
great-grandfather sold to Chinese immigrant women who worked as pros-
titutes in late nineteenth-century California.50 The open design is overtly
erotic, conveying a sense of desire kindled by the implication that sexual ac-
tivity could commence at any moment. Whether a working girl or wife, a
woman might wear such undergarments because they make her feel sexu-
ally attractive, because she feels valued only for such attraction, or because
she finds that they stimulate her own erotic feelings and seductive inten-
tions. She might enjoy the “caress” of the fabric or the active declaration of
sexual arousal the garments convey. She might, however, also be bound to
a notion of femininity, and perhaps to circumstances, that defines the female
body in exclusively sexual or reproductive terms that in turn tie her to a
submissive role in other areas of life.

An 1883 Frenchwoman’s advice about the importance of the “conjugal
chemise” makes clear the erotic implications and purpose of the similarly
designed open-drawer, low-neckline camisole sets:

Do not describe it to young girls . . . but it must be placed in their bridal
trousseau. They will not wear it immediately; but after a while they will
understand the value of this oriental silk or batiste, with large lace in-
serts, all aquiver with valenciennes flounces that embellish it at the
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Figure 6. This
1904 open-crotch
drawers and
camisole set for a
bridal trousseau is
made of light,
translucent fabric
trimmed with a
“transparent net-
work” of lace and
ribbon inserts.
With permission
of the Royal On-
tario Museum ©
ROM.
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hem. They will become accustomed to this transparent network, which
in front—from the beginning of the bosom to the belt—reveals the
charming graces of a young and supple bust.

Roland Barthes’s concept of “appearance-as-disappearance” also figures
here. His critical question, “Is not the most erotic portion of a body where
the garment gapes . . . the intermittence of skin flashing between . . . articles
of clothing?” explains not only the effects of such trousseau articles’ design
but also the sexual appeal and eroticizing effects of open drawers generally.51

Closed-drawer sets, however, provide greater modesty, both in clothing a
greater area of the body and in designs that attract less attention to the body.
Their fabric lends a sense of the ordinary, of the everyday, as these under-
garments maintain their protective function of shielding outerwear from
flesh and adding a layer for warmth. Modesty does not necessarily inhibit
sexual pleasure, but these garments convey a sense of a properly restrained
sexuality. The choice of modest undergarments might express discomfort
with open display of sexual excitement or might instead reveal a pragmatic
need for undergarments that last longer and serve a wider range of purposes.
A woman who wears them might not put sexual expressiveness at the fore-
front of her identity or might in fact identify modesty as her chief allure.

The interplay of modesty and eroticism clearly generates both contra-
dictory and consonant meanings. Yet this central dialectic of fashion sets up
a framework for understanding female bodies in particular ways—a gen-
dered embodiment—that ultimately dissolves such distinctions and re-
solves their contradictions. Identifying particular practices in dress as mod-
est forms a complement to those defined as erotic, marking female bodies as
sexual whichever set of practices a woman engages in. The open or closed
option furthers the distinction of meaning that each garment transfers to
the body and the psyche of the woman who wears it. Modesty, which the
influential Flugel considered to be one of three basic functions of clothing,
is thus an inherently gendered, critical component of a Western fashion sys-
tem that constructs different meanings for men and women.52

. . . . .
In the early twentieth century, the practice of linking modesty with con-
cealment and eroticism with display was challenged in new ways. The
emerging world of consumerism and commercialized leisure exposed un-
dergarments in public spaces by daylight and on theater screens by the flick-
ering lights of movie projectors, heightening tensions about the presumed
opposition of modesty and eroticism. The traditional practice of exhibiting
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the bridal trousseau to wedding guests became “indecent,” at the same time
that advertising, department store displays, and film images widely dis-
seminated knowledge of what lay beneath women’s outer clothing. These
new sites of display altered fashion practices. Most of the hundreds of thou-
sands of women visitors to the new amusement parks, for example, experi-
enced firsthand the entertainment value of the public exposure of their
drawers when surprise blasts of air from beneath the ground blew up their
skirts on certain attractions. In one Coney Island attraction, this event oc-
curred while women unknowingly walked in a darkened room across a stage
in front of an unseen audience.The erotic tension generated by concealment
and display was thus destabilized in the new contexts that legitimized open
display of undergarments while and attempting to retain their sexual mean-
ings.53

By 1908, Eaton’s and Sears catalogs allowed for the explicit choice of
open or closed drawers in many of the styles it advertised. Costume histo-
rians Phillis and C. Willett Cunnington also note that “closed knickers ac-
quired more colour” and began sharing the same variety of fabrics as open
drawers, including cotton, linen, silk, flannel, flannelette, natural and knit-
ted wool, and silk. In addition, an option introduced in the mid-1880s, the
“divided skirt,” became more widely available at this time. The split reality
of this undergarment remained hidden behind the folds of its skirtlike ex-
terior. Some versions had a button-fastening gusset crotch, which allowed
the wearer to open or close the crotch at appropriate moments.Thus, divided
skirts mediated the skirt/trouser and open-/closed-crotch dyads.54

After 1909, the fashionable silhouette and the undergarments required
to produce it changed. Skirts narrowed, some to such an extreme degree that
they were termed “hobble skirts.” Some women wore a fetter, or “hobble
garter,” around their calves to prevent their skirts from splitting open when
they walked.55 In line with these changes, the volume in drawers decreased,
as did the number of layers of undergarments generally.56 The slimmer line
of the 1910s began to give way to the 1920s “boyish” silhouette. Indeed, the
“flapper” emerged as early as 1913 as the bohemian version of the preva-
lent working-class pleasure seeker, although the style would not become
mainstream until the next decade.57 The freer movement women needed for
dancing or amusement-park attractions stimulated innovations in under-
wear, such as the “tango knickers” that appeared in 1914.58 The terms draw-
ers and knickers were becoming interchangeable in this transitional period,
although drawers kept their association with the older open-crotch style of
underwear whereas knickers continued to refer to more modern modes
through the 1920s in the United States and England.59
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Figure 7. Eaton’s,
Canada’s largest
department store,
offered “open or
closed” drawers in
its 1908 mail-
order catalog.
Courtesy, Univer-
sity of Toronto
Press.

According to Women’s Wear Daily, the use of closed drawers superseded
that of open drawers by 1917.60 Thus, the growing acceptance of closed
drawers occurred in the 1910s’ context of intensive public discussion of
women’s sexuality and women’s rights.61The active and controversial cam-
paigns for suffrage and birth control not only brought forward these issues
but also brought women into the streets and newspapers to contest prevail-
ing attitudes and statutes and to express their own views. Women won ac-
cess to the vote and to birth control by agitation, organization, and persua-
sion, means that in themselves helped change views of women’s proper
sphere and behavior and generated public power for women. Both cam-
paigns also provided a forum for people opposed to women’s equal political
status and reproductive self-determination. These issues spoke directly to
the subject of power, given that access to birth control might make women
men’s sexual equals just as suffrage made them equal citizens. Women’s ac-
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tivism in the birth-control and suffrage movements was comparable to their
increasing partnership in the public culture of commercial amusements and
their growing presence in higher education, professional and white-collar
occupations, and the labor movement. In a range of arenas, women defied
long-held notions of female propriety to pursue political aims, professional
achievement, economic goals, and pleasurable experiences.62

The closing of the crotch during this contentious period had cultural ram-
ifications, including a reversal in the meanings of the open and closed crotch.
The modesty associated with open-crotch drawers converted to wantonness,
whereas transgressive connotations of closed-crotch drawers as trousers be-
came muted. Several core issues of the suffrage movement are relevant to the
latter connotations because of the link between trousers and power. Because
the ultimately successful campaign to decriminalize birth control involved
the detachment of sexual activity from procreation, women’s public activism
on this issue suggested an overturning of the Victorian ideology of passion-
lessness, and thus also of open drawers’ connotation of modesty.

Increased agitation for birth control came on the heels of heightened
fears of “race suicide,” a white middle-class response to higher birthrates of
immigrants, nonwhites, and the working class. Articulating opposition to
women’s waged work and higher education in terms of race suicide was an
attempt to justify maintaining limited opportunities for women. Placing
maternal obligations in terms of national, race, and class duty does, however,
draw on a notion of voluntarism. Thus, the proponents of race-suicide the-
ories also propelled, however unwittingly, the acceptance of maternity and
sexual pleasure as a choice for women.63

The movement of closed drawers from the dominant choice to virtually
the only option continued with the entry of the United States into World
War I. The war gave women opportunities to work in a variety of tradi-
tionally male occupations, some of which necessitated wearing trousers.
Thus, once again, a divided garment emerged from beneath the skirt and be-
came acceptable women’s wear. The donning of trousers was not without
controversy, and both opponents and proponents of women’s entry into
new occupations used trousers as a symbol. One-piece outfits long known
as overalls were called “womanalls” in some areas to soften the impact of
women’s capable assumption of “manly” tasks that involved risk, strength,
stamina, and dirt. Women’s work trousers were also called bloomers to
clearly demark and identify them as feminine. Ironically, a name that once
caused shock waves now became a tool for assuaging anxieties.64

The experiences of women during World War I were an important step
toward the later twentieth-century acceptance of women’s practice of wear-
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ing a divided garment as outerwear on a daily basis. The potential for per-
mitting women to wear trousers during the war years is revealed in the sur-
prisingly flexible attitude of Chicago garment manufacturer Matt Rae, who
stated in 1917, “A woman will wear overalls or any kind of bloomers only
so long as she absolutely has to. Of course, if they prefer to wear bloomers
we can make them as easily as we can skirts.” Bloomers and overalls were
being sold for gardening and housework but were considered “too new” or
improper to be worn for other purposes. Rae and other skirt manufacturers
agreed that overalls would not affect the skirt business at that time.65

The common sight of working-class women wearing divided garments
while engaged in war work set in motion the legitimization of women in
trousers. Upper-class women’s contribution followed, when the elegant
lounging-pajama sets they wore at home or at beach resorts in the 1920s
later became acceptable street wear.66 The appearance of a “pajama-clad cho-
rus” in the 1924 Broadway play Be Yourself also contributed to changing
perceptions. Women’s Wear Daily found the chorus costumes a sign that
“pajamas are becoming dignified by use elsewhere than in the boudoir.”The
work of avant-garde American women designers, such as sartorial and po-
litical radical Elizabeth Hawes, further expanded the presence of women in
pants. Hawes, reportedly the first woman to wear men’s jeans in New York
City, not only offered women’s trousers in the 1930s but also photographed
models wearing them with legs boldly astride.Thus, the ultimate acceptance
of trousers for women emerged from the confluence of working-class
women’s successful intrusion on the gender division of labor, upper-class
women’s leisure pursuits, the creative vision of designers, and the great pop-
ularizing impact of stage and screen.67

The acceptance of work trousers and pajamas for women, whether be-
grudging or enthusiastic, likely contributed to the growing use of closed
drawers in the late 1910s and 1920s. The declining use of the rigid
nineteenth-century corset, considered by most historians to be virtually ob-
solete after the war, implies as well the declining need to wear open drawers
to simplify the passage of bodily waste.Yet the continuing use of twentieth-
century styled corsets and the new girdles could present similar difficulties.
Of undeniable importance were the hem hikes and skimpier dresses of the
postwar period, which threatened to expose the crotch. However, this latter
reasoning follows the logic of modesty, ignoring the logic of eroticism.

The design of combinations, one-piece undergarments that served as
both drawer and chemise, complicates analysis. Combinations, made of silk
and chamois leather, first appeared in the 1870s, though originally they
were not worn next to the skin. Dr. Jaeger’s 1880s woolen combinations
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marked the origin of the garment still known as the union suit.68 Their use
was promoted by rational dress advocates who believed in the healthful
qualities, particularly greater warmth and comfort, of wool or cotton bifur-
cated undergarments.69 Nineteenth-century combinations of both the dec-
orative and practical types predominantly had open crotches, following the
trends in drawers and knickers. In the twentieth century, variations on the
combinations concept proliferated because the garments allowed for fewer
layers of undergarments, helping women achieve the slimmer silhouette of
the day.70 By the 1910s, some combinations with open crotches were re-
ferred to as “envelope chemises” because of an attached overskirt that gave
the effect of a chemise. Combinations with “teddy-bear drawers,” known as
teddies after the mid-1920s, had a closed crotch and open slash at the outer
thigh seams.71 The 1917 English term cami-knickers described combina-
tions made of delicate fabrics rather than wools or cottons, whereas 1920s
“step-ins,” though made of similar fabrics, were associated with comfort and
modernity.72 Their popularity led to use of the term separate step-ins to
refer to contemporary short drawers.73

Several 1920s variations of combinations addressed the transition taking
place in crotch treatment. Some combinations had crotch pieces with but-
tons that, like divided skirts, allowed either an open or a closed crotch.74

Others had a narrow piece of fabric attached to the inside center front and
back of the combination, which hung several inches below the genitals and
had buttons at midpoint between the legs.75 A more extreme version re-
placed this button tab with a thin ribbon. These combinations looked simi-
lar to slips but were shorter than the slips of that period.The addition of the
narrow tab or ribbon is puzzling in that it served no apparent purpose.
Though this addition may have kept the combination from riding up if the
wearer raised her arms or performed some other vigorous movement, it was
more likely an archaic vestige of the sort that occasionally remains with the
design of clothing even after it has lost its function. Military uniforms, for
example, often retain once-useful aspects as residual embellishments.76

Given that combinations were considered to be half drawers, the tab or rib-
bon gave the wearer a semblance of propriety that a slip worn without
drawers could not.Worn during the last years of open-crotch drawers, these
combinations provided the final opportunity for a woman to retain modesty
while remaining free of closed fabric between her legs.

In 1925, according to Mary Louise Roberts, French journalist René Bizet
concluded that “every aspect of female dress had not only changed but be-
come the mirror opposite of what it had been in 1900.” Six years later, Al-
abama observer Matilda Kitchens concluded that “modesty was eventually
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the force that closed the door on open-seat drawers’ dominance.”77 These
writers suggest that the disappearance of the tab and ribbon crotch was the
result of a reversal in the prevailing meanings of open- and closed-crotch
drawers.The open-crotch design’s earlier connotations of modesty and pro-
priety transformed into those of eroticism and lascivious intent. The closed
crotch, previously thought improper, unhealthful, or conducive to cross-
dressing, came to signify modesty and propriety. These newer meanings,
which hold to the present day, make clear that the crotch closed as notions
about and public expressions of women’s sexuality changed in the first
decades of the twentieth century

Proof of the reversal that Bizet identified also lies with the last garment
to retain the open crotch, the union suit. In that the design of the union suit
is so similar for men and women, the suit approached gender neutrality and
thus was desexualized. Union suits could retain an open crotch longer be-
cause, unlike most other women’s undergarments, their erotic potential was
muted rather than amplified.The sexual access open drawers provided could
coexist with women’s propriety only in the context of an ideology of female
passionlessness and social structures of masculine domination. When
women publicly asserted their own claims to sexual pleasure, political power,
and economic independence, an open crotch was no longer tolerated.78

The history of women’s divided undergarments is as enmeshed in con-
troversy as the wearing of trousers, which were not hidden from public
view. Continuing restrictions on women’s freedom to wear closed, divided
garments worn previously only by men ensured that these garments re-
mained associated with masculine power and privilege. Thus, the switch to
closed drawers could be seen as a sign of women’s growing economic op-
portunities and increased control over sexual access to their bodies. A 1924
Women’s Wear Daily advertisement for the McLoughlin’s Fitz-U
Bloomer suggests the unfolding possibilities for greater freedom of move-
ment and control. An ice-skating young woman in her flapper hat, sleeve-
less fur-trimmed sports shirt, and Fitz-U Bloomer stretches one arm in
front of her, leading her gaze and body forward, while her other arm
reaches back to hold her raised bent leg at the ankle. The patented “seam-
less”-crotch bloomer, available in double or single reinforcement, sells, ac-
cording to the ad copy, because it is “stretchable and non-breakable even
to the stitch. It gives every comfort and longer wear, because there is no
Tension or Binding Crotch Seams. Nothing to Pull, Split or Break, as it is
all Give; still the Bloomer clings beautifully to the form.” Though not
meant as outerwear, the bloomer, thanks to the wide gusset in the crotch,
allows the skater to arch her leg in the air and enjoy the full capabilities
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of her body without fearing unexpected revelation of her flesh or a pene-
trating male gaze.79

The skater is a young woman, however, and the closed-crotch drawers
that contributed to the construction of the adolescent silhouette of the
1920s flapper evoke the drawers that girls had worn since the nineteenth
century, which allowed greater freedom of movement but within a re-
stricted range of activity. Women’s closed-crotch, divided undergarments,
which became known as step-ins rather than drawers as the terminology for
such garments became gender specific in this decade, reassured anxieties
through their association with the virginal. However, their presexual status
did not entirely negate the erotic appeal of the flapper’s step-ins, not only
because step-ins revealed more of the legs but also because of the seductive
quality that idealized virginity holds for some individuals. In addition, as a
required component of postwar women’s fashionable dress, step-ins were
associated with the pleasures accorded by freer courtship relations and
recreational marital sex. Most important, these recently condoned practices
and the clothing women wore to engage in them were codified as modern
in the1920s by identifying Victorianism with prudery—an outdated sexual
ideology exemplified by the now-ridiculed abundance and weight of that
era’s women’s clothing. This view helped construct the “myth of Victorian
repression” which, as historian Christina Simmons points out, “repre-
sented a cultural adjustment of male power to women’s departure from the
Victorian order. It constituted a strategic modification rather than a decline
of male dominance.”80

The commercially successful 1937 comedy Topper, based on the popular
1926 novel by Thorne Smith, interprets this transformation. Closed-crotch
step-in drawers are key to the film’s (and novel’s) narrative resolution. The
casting of top-billed Cary Grant and Constance Bennett focuses viewers’ at-
tention on the Kerbys, a live fast/die young couple. Yet at the heart of this
picture is the endangered marriage of Cosmo and Mrs. Topper (Roland
Young and Billie Burke). Mrs.Topper’s old-fashioned sensibilities, which in-
fluence her fashion choices and demand of her husband a boring, routinized,
alcohol-free existence, endanger her marriage. A pair of lacy, closed-crotch
step-ins come to symbolize the sexual excitement and fun that are new re-
quirements for the modern woman who wishes to keep her husband from
straying and to find acceptance among her social peers. When at the film’s
end Mrs. Topper dons the step-ins, which she previously associated with
women of dubious reputation, she shows that she has made the needed tran-
sition from Victorianism. What is also apparent is that Cosmo Topper will
now rule the roost as well as the office, as the film shows that when Mrs.
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Figure 8. Cosmo Topper (Roland Young) shows his proper wife (Billie Burke) a
pair of sexy modern underpants in the hilarious 1937 film Topper. Courtesy of
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
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Topper conforms to the new fashion in underpants, she also relinquishes her
power to regulate home life and social morality.81

Topper makes clear that excessive indulgence in sensual pleasures is a
fatal mistake, but lack of such pleasures leads to unhappiness and divorce.
Fortunately, however, the lingerie shop is a stop on the road to marital bliss
that is accessible to all. Wearing step-in drawers signifies women’s adher-
ence to the new codes of middle-class marital sexuality, which allow women
sexual passion, but in the service of pleasing their husbands and keeping
them from straying. Moreover, women must relinquish the domestic power
they achieved in the Victorian era through their status as the passionless,
moral superiors of men in order to conform to the redefined contours of
modern, sexualized femininity.82

. . . . .
The contradictory meanings of nineteenth-century open drawers as both
modest and erotic allowed white, middle-class female bodies simultaneously
to conform to and defy the ideals of the cult of true white womanhood, and
thus be construed both as sexually accessible to male prerogative and also
as sexually desirous subjects. Nonetheless, unequal access to social power
and the strikingly divergent understandings of male and female sexuality
that dominated in this period meant that men and women experienced the
sexual aspects of open drawers differently. Open drawers provide material
evidence that female submission to gendered codes of respectability was
eroticized. The dynamic interplay of modesty and eroticism not only af-
forded white, middle-class women space to maneuver within the strictures
of propriety but also maintained cultural codes that constructed women in
terms of sexual attractiveness and availability to men, ensuring that they
demonstrated adherence to the tenets of true womanhood.

Open drawers also tell us something about white, middle-class men’s de-
sires. Certainly, defining their female peers as sexually passionless and thus
morally superior was a key cultural tool for keeping women of their class
economically dependent and politically disenfranchised and for marginal-
izing women of lower classes. However, the acceptance of open drawers in-
cluded an unspoken acknowledgment that men did not dispense completely
with respectable women’s erotic capacities. Working through a complex set
of needs and desires, men could find heightened sexual pleasure in open
drawers’ eroticization of the very modesty necessary for women to main-
tain social respectability in their eyes.

By 1930, short, closed-crotch drawers like those worn by modern Diana
in Our Dancing Daughters and the reformed Mrs. Topper became the
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norm. The larger, longer, and open drawers worn by proper middle-class
women until the early twentieth century were viewed as hopelessly old-
fashioned, prudish, and ridiculous. Yet open-crotch drawers in our own era
hold an entirely different meaning, with their strong evocation of eroticism.
Turn-of-the-century changes in crotch design and meanings of women’s
drawers reveal how new constructions of female sexuality took shape in a
critical transitional period. Open drawers remained in vogue throughout
the nineteenth century, when Victorian modesty for women was suppos-
edly the predominant cultural code.Wearing these drawers marked a female
body as conforming to the dictates of respectable femininity, including the
unspoken provision of sexual accessibility. In contrast, a woman wearing a
divided, closed-crotch under- or outer garment in that period would be en-
gaging in the sexually charged and unrespectable transgression of cross-
dressing. In the early twentieth century, women increasingly wore shorter,
closed-crotch drawers as they struggled and won the right to vote and
sought to share public space with men, assert their sexual desires, and en-
gage in waged labor. Significantly, the accepted sexual and moral meanings
of open- and closed-crotch undergarments reversed along with women’s
preference in crotch construction. By the 1920s, the reworked requirements
of modern sexual propriety meant that reputable women, who successfully
incorporated claims to sexual pleasure into a new definition of respectabil-
ity, would don only closed-crotch step-ins.As a result, in the twentieth cen-
tury, open-crotch undergarments primarily signified eroticism. Yet the re-
versal only went so far. New requirements of sexually seductive dress
replaced older modes. Women’s new freedoms would not come unchecked,
for as women leveled the playing field of sexual pleasure, they no longer
could commandeer men on the basis of moral superiority. The transition
from open to closed drawers not only reveals the power of clothing as a
medium of signification but also shows how women’s struggles for auton-
omy interact with resistant social forces to reconfigure gender distinctions.
The abandonment of Victorian feminine ideals and conceptions of modesty
ironically both accompanied the shift to closed-crotch drawers and
prompted open drawers’ reinscription in American culture with a high
erotic charge.
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